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1. INTRODUCTION 
A projective plane of order 12 is a symmetric (157. 13, 1) design. Since 3 
divides 13 - 1 = 12 to exactly the first power it is known that the ternary 
code C, for the plane has dimension 79 and it contains its orthogonal dual, 
C; of dimension 78, these being words of weight a multiple of 3. 
A result of Mallows and Sloane [2] allows us to express the complete 
ternary weight enumerator in terms of 196 parameters and the ordinary 
(Hamming) weight enumerator in terms of 27 parameters. Relations are 
found in Section 2 reducing the 27 parameters to 12 parameters. The full 
weight enumerator has been calculated and a sample of these values is given 
in Section 3. The full list is in the files of the Journal of Co~~in~tori~l 
Theory Series A. 
Since 2’ divides 12, no comparable theory applies to the binary code 
which initially has 40 parameters. In Section 4 results are found reducing 
this number of parameters to 16. But no detailed calculations have been 
carried out. 
* This research was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant 
MCS 78-21599. 
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2. TERNARY CODE FORTHE PLANE OF ORDER 12 
Aprojective plane n of order 12 is a symmetric (157, 13, 1) design. In the 
incidence matrix A for the plane we choose to take the rows as 
corresponding to lines, and the columns to points. Here a row of A will have 
13 one’s and the remaining entries zeros. The 13 ones will be in columns 
corresponding to the 13 points on the line. If we consider the zeros and ones 
to be elements of F, = GF(3), then the ternary code C of the plane rc will be 
the linear subspace of Fis7 spanned by the rows of A. 
Since 3 divides 12 to exactly the first power, it follows from Theorem 4.1 
of [l] that dim C = 79, and dim CL = 78 where CL is the orthogonal dual 
code. For inner products of rows of A we have (Li, Li) = 13 = 1 (mod 3) 
and (Li, Lj) = 1, i # j. Since L + L = -L, every word of C is a sum of lines. 
If W=Li,+Liz+ *** fLi,, then for an arbitrary line L, (W, L) = m 
(mod 3). Those words W for which m = 0 (mod 3) are the words of C’, since 
C > CL. If the word W has the complete weight (x, y, z) with x O’s, y l’s and 
z - l’s then an easy induction shows that if m = O(3), x = 1, y = z = O(3), if 
rns l(3) then x-0, y= 1, zsO(3) and if m=2(3) then x=0, y=O, 
z = l(3). It follows that for the ordinary (Hamming) weights, all weights are 
congruent to 0 or 1 (mod 3) and none are congruent to 2 (mod 3). The 
words of weight congruent to 0 (mod 3) are precisely those CL. If 
e i5, = (l,..., 1) the word of all l’s, then C = (C’, e,,,). 
In the terminology of Mallows and Sloane [2], C’ is a maximally self- 
orthogonal code of length 12m + 1 = 157. For their results on the complete 
weight enumerator E,,(x, y, z) of CL some notation is needed. 
a=x3+y3+z3 
f=x2y t y*z +z*x 
g=xy*+yz*+zx2 
p = 3xyz 
v4=x(x3+8y3) 
v)4 = Ax3 - u”> 
& =x6 + y6 + z6 - 10(x3$ + y3z3 + z”x”) 
21, =x(2x6 - 7y6 - 7z6 + 7x3y3 + 7x3z3 - 56y3z3) 
7rg = (x3 - y”)(y” - z’)(z” -x3) 
a 12 = a@” t 8~~) 
(3) (4) (3) (3) 
=Xx’2 + 4 x xgy3 + 6 c x”y” t 228 x x”y’z’ 
r13 = xy6(x3 - y3px3 + y”). 
(2.1) 
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THEOREM 2.1 (Mallows and Sloane). Let C be a code of length 12m + 1 
over F, and C’c C, elzm+i = (l,..., 1) E C and dim C = dim C’t 1, then 
for the complete weight enumerator 
where P, , P,, P, , P,, P, , P, are polynomials in pi, u,~, and ni homogeneous 
in x, v, z. Here 
E,(x, y, z) = E&c, Y, z) + E,~Y, z, x) + E,l(z, x, Y>. 
To obtain the ordinary (Hamming) weight enumerators W,(x, y) and 
Wcl(x, y) we simply put y = z. Thus we have the further theorem 
THEOREM 2.2. With the same hypothesis as Theorem 2.1 we have 
WC& Y) = xp, + T13P, 
where P, and P, are polynomials in I,V: and q: and r,3 is given in (2.1). 
Here the MacWilliams identity gives (since (Cl)‘= C), W,(x, y) = 
( l/3”m)W,r(x + 2y, x - y)). Now v:(x + 2y, x - Y) = 729v:(x, Y), 
ipj(x t 2y, x- y) = 729pi(x, y) and rlJx + 2y, x-y) = 729r,,(x, Y) + 
27(x” + 13x9y3 - 48x6y6 + 50x3y9 + lOy’*)y. 
It follows that 
W&> Y) = xp, t r,,P, 




- 48x6y6+ 5ox3y9 + 1oy” 
27 - YP2. 1 
(2.2) 
For the plane of order 12, 12m + 1 = 157. Then we may take 
xf’,(w~, CD:> = x(b,v:9 + 6, w:“P: + ... + b,,y+$ + b13qi9) 
with 
W,(x,y)=A,~‘~‘+A~x~‘~y+... +Aix’45-iyi+-. +A,,,Y’~’ (2.4) 
then from (2.2) and (2.3) we see that all the Ai are determined by the 27 
parameters b, ,..., b13, c,, ,..., c12. Conversely the b’s and c’s can be expressed 
in terms of the A’s. From (2.2) we note that A 3s+2 = 0 confirming our earlier 
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observation that there are no weights in C congruent to 2 (mod 3). This is 
because P, and P, are both homogeneous polynomials in x3 and y3. 
We shall now show that A,= 1, A,,=314 and A3=A,=A9=A,,= 
A,, =A,, = 0 and A, =A, =A, =A,, =A,, =A,, =A,, = 0. It is possible 
that A,, is positive. These 15 conditions reduce the 27 parameters to 12 
parameters which we shall take as A,,, AZ4, Az5, AZ,, Az8, A30, A31, A,,, 
A 34, ‘436, A37, A399 expressing all other A’s in terms of these 12, which we 
shall do in our listing in the next section. 
For a word W of our code we will use the notation E,(P) = 0, 1 or -1 for 
a point P depending on whether the P cordinate in W is 0, 1, or -1. 
A,, = 1 is trivial since this counts the word with all coordinates zero. For 
words W,, W,, W,, W,, of weights 3, 6, 9, 12, the inner product 
(W,,, L) = 0 (mod 3) f or every line L. But here take a point P E Wjs = W 
(i.e., cw,(P) # 0). Of the 13 lines through P when 3s < 13 one, say L, will go 
through P and no other point of Wj,. But then ( W3s, L) = E(P) = I!C 1 & 0 
(mod3)aconflict.HenceA3=A,=A,=A,,=0. 
Similarly for words W of weight 1, 4, 7, 10. Changing the sign of W, if 
necessary, we have (W, L) = 1 (mod 3) for every line L. But taking a point 
Q not in W, one of the 13 lines through Q, say L, will go through no point of 
Wand we will have (W,L)=O, conflict. HenceA,=A,=A,=A,,=O. 
Now consider W = W,,, a word of weight 13, and change its sign if 
necessary so that (W, L) s 1 (mod 3) f or every line L. Suppose first that all 
13 points of W be on a line L,. If one of these, say P, has &JP) = -1, then 
a further line L, through P will contain no further point of W and (W, L,) = 
E(P) = -1 a conflict. Thus every point P of L, has cw(P) = +l and so 
W= L, the line L,. Now suppose that no line contains all 13 points of W,, . 
Let L, be a line through 2 points of W,, and let Q be a point of L, not in W. 
Then L r contains at least 2 points of W and there are at most 11 points of 
W not on L,. But of the remaining 12 lines through Q one of them L will 
contain no point of W and we have (W, L) = 0 a conflict. We conclude that 
a word of weight 13 is either one of the 157 lines L of 71 or is the negative of 
a line so that A 13 = 3 14. 
Words of Weight 15 
Let W = W,, be a word of weight 15 so that for every line L (W, L) = 0 
(mod 3). Let there be Ci lines meeting W in exactly i points. Note that 
C, = 0, since if a line L meets W in a single point P then (W, L) = F~,(P) = 
+1&O (mod3). Then 
1. c, + c, + c, + c, + c, + c, + c, + c, + c, 
+ c,, + c,, + c,, + c,, = I47 
2. 2C, + 3C, + 4C, + 5C, + 6C, + 7C, + 8C, + 9C, 
+ lOC,, + llC,, + 12c,, + 13c,, = 195 
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3. C, + 3C, + 6C, + lOC, + 1X, + 21C, + 28C, + 36C, 
+4X,, + 55C,, + 66C,, + 78C,, = 105. 
The first of these counts all the lines of the plane. The second counts the 
15 . 13 = 195 incidences of the 15 points on lines. The third counts the 
(is) = 105 incidences of unordered pairs on lines. Similar equations for 
other words will be used without further comment. 
2. - 3. = 4. c, - 2c, - SC, - 9c, - 14c, - 2oc, - 27c, 
- 35C,, - 44C,, - 54C,, - 65C,, = 90. 
Hence C, > 90. A line of C, will contain points PQ of W where E(P) = +l 
and s(Q) = -1. If IP1 is the cardinality of set {P) for which e(P) = $1 and 
IQ] for the set {Q} forwhich s(Q)=-1. Here 1Pj +iQ]= 15, and 
C, < IPJ I&I. But this conflicts with C, > 90, since with lP/ t IQ1 = 15 the 
maximum of IPI IQ1 is q = 56$. We conclude that A i5 = 0. 
Words of Weight 16 
Let W = W,, be a word of weight 16 and change its sign if necessary so 
that (W, L) E 1 (mod 3) for every line L. 
Suppose a line L, contains 5 or more points of W. Then for a point P of 
W on L, , there will be a further line L * containing P but no other point of 
W since there are twelve choices for L * and at most 11 points of W not on 
L, . Then (W, L *) = E(P) z 1 (mod 3). H ence c(P) = +l for every point P of 
W on L, . Since (L, , W) = 1 (mod 3) there will be 7, 10 or 13 points of W 
on L, all valued tl. Then W-L, will be weight 16 - 7 + 6 = 15, 
16-IO+ 3 =9 or 16-13=3. Since A,,=A9=A,=0 this is impossible. 
Hence no line contains more then 4 points of W. 
Let there be Ci lines containing exactly i points of W. (Note that C, = 0.) 
Then 
1. c,+ c,tc,+c,=157 
2. C1+2C,+3C,+4C,=208=16. 13 
3. C,t3C,+6C,=120=(‘;). 
Now take -2 . (1,) t 2(2,) - (3 r) = 4 
4. c, t c, = -18. 
This is clearly a conflict and we conclude that A, 6 = 0. 
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Words of Weight 18 
Let W be of weight 18 so that (W, L) = O(3) for every line L, we have 
1. c,+ C,+C,+C,+‘~~+C,3=157 
2. 2Cz+3C,+4C,+... f 13C,, = 234 = 18 . 13 
3. C, + 3C, + 6C, + ~+78C,,=153=(~). 
Then 
4~2-3. C,-2C,-...-6X1,13=81. 
A C, line is of the shape PQ with E(P) = + 1, E(Q) = -1 and for the 
number of P’s (PI with e(P) = + 1, and the number / Q / of Q’s with a(Q) = - 1 
we have lPI + IQ\ = 18. Hence C,<maxIPl . IQ1 = 81. But from 4, 
C, >, 81. Hence C, = 81 and from 4, C, = C, a.. = C,, = 0. It now follows 
that \P(=(Qi=9 and from 1,2,3 that C,=52, C,=81, C,=24. 
A C, line is of the shape PPP or QQQ. A line joining two of the 9 P’s will 
contain a unique third P. The same holds for the Q’s. The 9 P’s lie three at a 
time on 12 lines to form a Steiner triple system S(9). Similarly the 9 Q’s lie 
three at a time on I2 lines to form a Steiner triple system. There are 8 1 lines 
PQ and 52 lines with no P or Q. 
Thus words of weight 18, if they exist, correspond to this double Steiner 
S(9) system. 
Words of Weight 19 
Let W be a word of weight 19 with its sign chosen so that (W, L) = 1 
(mod 3) for every line L. Suppose first that there is a line L, with all 13 of 
its points in W. Then as there are only 6 points of W not on L,, then 
through each point P of L, there is a line L which contains no further point 
of W and so (L, IV) = F(P) E 1 (mod 3). Hence e(P) = 1 for every point of 
L, . Then wt( W - L,) = 6 which is impossible since A, = 0. 
Now let L, be a line Y with at least 4 points of W and let Q E L r with 
s(Q) = -1. Also let Z be a point on L I with F(Z) = 0. There are at most 15 
points of W not on L i . Each of the 12 other lines through Z has at least one 
point of W on it and so at least 9 of these have exactly one point and so 
there are 9 P’s with e(P) = +l. Each of the 12 other lines through Q must 
have at least one more point of W on it and so at least 9 of these must have 
exactly one further point of W on it and these must be Q’s with E(Q) = -1. 
Since 9 + 9 > 15 this is a conflict. Thus L, may have 4, 7, or 10 points P of 
W all with E(P) = + 1. Other lines have 1, 2, or 3 points of W. 
If L, has 10 points, wt(W - L,) = 19 - 10 + 3 = 12 which is impossible 
since A i2 = 0. If L, has 7 points then wt(W - L,) = 19 - 7 + 6 = 18. But 
here in the word of weight 18, L, contains 6 points. But we know that this 
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does not happen for words of weight 18. Thus all lines have 1, 2, 3, or 4 
points of W, and if 4 they all have F(P) = +l. 
The shapes are 
c, + 1 
c,-l-l 
c3 1 l-1 
Cd 1 1 1 1. 
We also have 
c,+ c,+ c,+ c,=157 
C, + 2C, + 3C, + 4C, = 247 = 19 . 13 
C,+3Cj+6C,=171=(y). 
These give 
C, = I48 - C, 
C, := -72 + 3C, 
C,=81-3C,. 
Here C, + C, = 9. Hence from the shapes there are Q’s with s(Q) = -1. If 
there are / Q 1 such points, then from the shapes C, = ( ‘$ I). It follows that 
~Q~=1,3or4sinceC,~O(mod3).TakealineL,with4P’s,~(P)=+l.If 
ZEL,e(Z)=OalineZQisinfactaC,orC,.If/Ql=l,asthereare9Z’s 
this gives 18 P’s not on L, , a conflict. With / Q I= 3 or 4, C? = 3 or 6 and 
C, = 6 or 3. But with P,, P,, P,, P, on L, each PiQjy i = I,..., 4 must be a 
C, and there will be at least 12 of these, conflicting with C, = 6 or 3. We 
conclude that A i9 = 0. 
Words of Weight 21 
Let W be a word of weight 21, changing its sign if necessary so that for at 
least 12 points P we have E(P) = $1. Always (W, L) 2 0 (mod 3). 
If a line L, contains 10 or more points then through any one of these there 
will be another line L containing only this point P and then (W, L) = 
E(P) f 0 (mod 3). Hence no line contains more than 9 points of W. 
If a line L, contains 9 points of W, if they all have the same sign then 
wt( W i L,) = 21 - 9 + 4 = 16 which is impossible since A i6 = 0. 
Now let L, be a line with 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9 points which has both a point P 
with E(P) = fl and Q with s(Q) = -1. Each line through a P contains at 
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least one further point of W and there will be at least 8 lines with exactly one 
further point and these will be Q’s with e(Q) = -1. Similarly the further lines 
through Q on L, will contain at least 8 lines with exactly one further point 
and these will be P’s with E(P) = +l. Hence points not on L, include 8 P’s 
and 8 Q’s. Hence L, has only 5 points, and as there are at least 12 points P 
with &(P)=+l, L, has the shape 1, 1, 1, 1, -1 or P,P,P,P,Q. 
This argument leaves out the case of a line with 6 points all +l or all -1. 
Let us consider this case. For a point X with a(X) = k 1 consider the pencil 
of 13 lines through X. Let there be a, lines containing i points of W. Note 
that u0 = a, = 0. For X a point on this line with 6 points, then 
a,+ a,+ a4 + a5 + as= 13 
lz* + 2a, + 3a, + 4a, + 5a, = 20. 
The first of these counts the 13 lines. The second counts the incidences of the 
remaining 20 points of W on these lines. Then we have 
a3 + 2a, + 3~2, + 4~2, = 7. 
Since a6 = 1 the possible solutions are 
(a) lY2 2 i” 4’ 4” 
(p) 10 1 1 0 1 
(y) 9 3 0 0 1 
Consider first the case in which all 6 points are P’s with e(P) = tl. The 
second point of an a2 line is a Q with a(Q) = -1. In (a) and (p) above there 
are 11 and 10 such points contrary to the fact that there are at most 9 such 
points. In (v) the second points of the a, lines are Q’s with s(Q) = -1 and 
there are 6 points not on L for which c(Pi) = $1. Each a3 consists of Pi, 
i = l,..., 6 or L and two more of these. If L is P,, P,, P,, P,, P,, P, and the 
6 other P’s not on L are P,, P,, P,, P,,. PII, P,, then PiP,Pj is a line with 
i = l,..., 6 and j = 8 ,..., 12. But there are not enough j’s and this is 
impossible. 
Now suppose L is Q, Q2Q3 Q4Qs Q, with s(Qi) = -1. Here we cannot 
have (y) since the a3 lines are Q,QjQk with a(Q) = -1 and this gives 12 Q’s 
contrary to the fact that there are at most 9 Q’s. Here in case ((r) the point of 
an a, is a P and in the a, the line is PPPPQ. Thus all 15 points of W not on 
L are P’s with E(P) = + 1. 
With L = QlQ2Q3Q4QsQ6 we have Q,P,P,P,P, the a5 and QPi, 
i = 5 ,..., 15, the 11 a’s. For 2 on L, s(Z) = 0, a line ZP, will be a C, of the 
shape ZP, PP. There are 7 Z’s and this gives 14 P’s besides P,. But one of 
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these must be from P,, P,, P, and so will be the line QP, P,P, P, a conflict. 
This disposes of (a). For (j3) we have 
L =Q,Q,Q,Q,Q,Q, 
QQQ an a3 and PPQQ an a, and QP an a2. This gives 9 Q’s and 12 P’s with 
3 Q’s; Q,, Q,, Q, not on L. But we cannot have Q,QQ, i = I ,..., 6, with the 
other 2 Q’s from Q7, Q,, Qs. This disposes of co). 
And so we are left with cases in which no line contains more than 5 points 
of W. The shapes are 
c, .*. 
c* 1 -1 
c,, 1 1 1 
c,, -1 -1 -1 
c4 1 1 -1 -1 
c, 1 1 1 1 -1. 
Our equations become, with r + l’s and s - I’s 
c,+c,+ C,,+ c,+ c,=157 
c2 + 3C,, + 2c, + 4c, = 13r 
c2 +3C,,+X’,+ C,=13s 
3C,, + C, + 6C, = r(r - 1)/2 
3C,* + c, =s(s- I)/2 
C* + 4C, + 4C, = rs. 
These give 
3c,, - 3c,, + 3c, = 13(r - s) 
3C,, - 3C3, + 6C, = r(r - 1)/2 - s(s - 1)/2. 
We noted earlier that if C, f 0 then Y = 12 and s = 9. 
Here 
3(C,, - C,,) + 3c, = 39 
3(C,, - C,,) + 6C, = 66 - 36 = 30. 
These make C, = -3 a conflict. Thus C, = 0 and we have 3(C,, - c,,) = 
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13(r - s) = T(Y - 1)/2 - s(s - 1)/2. There are no solutions to this and we 
conclude that A II = 0. 
Words of Weight 22 
Let W be a word of weight 22, with its sign changed if necessary so that 
(W, L) = 1 (mod 3) for every line L. 
If a line L, contains 11 or more points of W then for each point P of 
L L n W there is a line L * through P containing no further point of W. Then 
(L*, W) = E(P) = 1 (mod 3) so that E(P) = +l. The only possibility is that 
all 13 points of L, have &(P)=+l. Then wt(W-L,)=22-13=9 which 
is impossible since A, = 0. Thus no line contains more than 10 points of W. 
Now suppose that L, contains 6, 7, 8, 9, or 10 points of W and that one 
of these is a Q with e(Q) = -1. Let Z be a point on L, with c(Z) = 0. Of the 
12 further lines through Q each must contain at least one further point of W 
and so at least 8 of these will have exactly one and this must be a Qj with 
&(Qj) = -1. Similarly of the 12 further lines through Z at least 8 will have 
exactly one point and these will be Pi’s with E(P~) = +l. Thus there are at 
least 16 points of W not on L and the only possibility above is 6 points. 
There is also the possibility that L, contains only points P with E(P) = +l. 
Then L, contains 7 or 10 points and wt(W - L,) = 22 - 7 + 6 = 21 or 
22 - 10 + 3 = 15. These are impossible since A 1s = A,, = 0. 
A line with 6 points of W is of one of the two shapes 
L , . . PPPPPQ . . . Z . . . or PPQQQQ . a. Z . . . 
PI ..a P, and Q, a.. Q8 not on L. 
There will be 8 lines ZP, and 4 ZQiQj through each Z. This includes all 28 
pairs QiQ,/. Through each Q of L there will be 8 lines QQi and 4 QPici. 
Through a point P of L there will be 8 lines PQiPj and 4 lines P .. . . The 8 
lines PQiPj are distinct since we cannot have two Q’s on such a line. But this 
gives at most 40 lines QiPj while there are 64 combinations QiPj. Hence no 
line contains 6 points of W. 
For lines with 1 to 5 points of W the shapes are 
c, 1 
c2 -1 -1 
c, -1 1 1 
Cd, 1 1 1 1 
C 42 1 -1 -1 -1 
CS, -1 -1 1 1 1 
C52 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1. 
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Equations are, with Y = l(3) f l’s and 4 = O(3) - l’s, 
1. c,+ c,+ c,+ C,,+ c,,t c,,+ es,=147 
2. c, + 2c, + 4c,, + c,, + 3C,, = 13rcoLlnt $1 
3. 2c,+ c, + 3C,, + 2C,, + 5C,, = 13s count -1 
4. c3 + 6C41 + 3cj{ + =T(Y-1)/2 1 1 
5. c2 + 3c,, + c,, + lOC,, = s(s - 1)/2 
-1, -1 
6. 2c3 + 3C,, t 6C,, = YS 1, -1. 
Replacing r by 22 -s, 3, 4, 5, 6 yield 
s(s t 9) c,= 6 +c,, 
c 
3 




= 7s2 -201s + 1386 C,, X5, 
36 6 6 
‘42= 
s(s - 6) 
9 
-+-c5,-+5:. 
Hence 6 < s < 18. 
I-2is 
c, - c, - 3c,, - 2c,, + c,, = 157 - 13r= - 129 + 13s. 
Substituting the above values for C,, C, and C,, gives 
3c,, + 7c,, = 
$27 -s) - 54 
2 . 
Since the right-hand side is positive for the range 6 < s < 18 it follows that 
there are C, lines. In a C, line L, the pencil through Z or L, with s(Z) = 0 
will have at least 7 further lines ZPi, and the pencil through Q on L, with 
s(Q) = - 1 will have at least 7 further lines QQj. Hence of the 17 points of 
W not on L, we have either 7 P’s and 10 Q’s or 10 P’s and 7 Q’s (since 
4 = 1 (mod 3)). 
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With 7 P’s and 10 Q’s the pencils will be 
7 - ZP,, ZEL,, 8 - QQi, Q EL,. 
5 -ZQiQj 3 - QPiPj 
1- QPi QjQ, 
With 10 P’s and 7 Q’s the pencils are 
8 - ZPi, ZEL,, 7 - QQi$ Q EL,. 
3 -ZQiQj 5 - QPiPj 
1 - ZPiPjQk 
In particular there is no further C, lines through a Z or Q of L, . Since 
s E O(3) it follows that C,, E O(3). Thus if there is one C,, line there are at 
least 2 more, which we have noted is impossible. Hence C,, = 0. For C,, of 
the shape PPPQQ we will have s = 9 or 12 and so with C,, = 0 
3C,, = 54 or 63 and C,, = 18 or 21. 
But with L, of the shape PPPQQ there will be one of the 3 P’s which must 
be on at least 6 further C,,‘s of the form PPiPjQ,Q,, P E L,. But this gives 
12 Q’s not on L,, although there are at most 10 Q’s not on L 1. 
This final conflict gives A,, = 0. 
3. WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION OF THE TERNARY CODE 
From (2.2) and (2.3) of the previous section the ternary weight 
enumerator of a plane of order 12 can be expressed completely in terms of 
b,, b, ,-*-, b,, and q,,c ,,..., ciz. These can in turn be expressed in terms of 12 
parameters, namely, A,,, A,,, A,,, A,,, &, A,,, AI1, Aj3, A,,, A,,, A,,, 
A,,. Here are the b’s and c’s expressed in terms of these parameters. The c’s 
as listed here are the c’s of (2.3) all divided by 27. 
bO= 1 co=-2 
bl = -321 cl = 550 
b2= 41604 c2 = -63560 
b3 = -3 100442 c3 = 4020452 
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b4 = 141832554 c4 = -152092696 
55 = -4123172976 




b8 = 6078439774494 
7989 A 18 
1 A24 
0 A25 
























c5 = 35365795 10 
c6 = -50170252440 
-2 A18 
c7 = 418669293480 
226 Al8 
(3.1) 
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cl2 = -46347332840 
























The expression of A,, ,..., A,57 in terms of the parameters A 18, A,, , 
A 25,..., A,, does not give any immediate information. In every case the 
constant term is positive and considerably larger than the coefficients of the 
parameters. In three cases, A,21,A,26,A127 have all coefficients of the 
parameters negative, giving upper bounds on their values. The expressions 
for the first few of Ado,..., A,,, and the last few involve the smallest numbers. 
The difference of two lines is a W,,. The sum of two lines or their 
negatives is a W,,. This gives A,, , > 24492 and A,, > 24492. But the very 
large numbers involved allow considerable variations 
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A42 = 92124315585120 












A43 = 830505115876800 
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Al56 = 1823855255592 












Al57 = 681481209424 
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4. BINARY CODE FOR THE PLANE OF ORDER 12 
When the prime p divides k - 1 to a power higher than the first we do not 
know in advance the dimension of the code C of a symmetric (v, k, A) design 
over Fp. But it remains true that C n Cl is of codimension at most one in C, 
so that dim C < (v + 1)/2. And information about individual weights can be 
helpful in determining the weight distribution. 
The plane x of order 4 is a (21, 5, 1) symmetric design. In its binary code 
C all weights are congruent to 0 or 1 modulo 4. As ezl the all 1 vector is in 
C it follows that A,,_i =Ai. Hence A,, A,, A,, A,,, Ar6, A,, determine the 
complete distribution. Let (C, , C,, C, , C, ,..., C,,) be the weight distribution 
of Cl. Then if C is of dimension s the MacWilliams Identity takes the form 
It is known that A,, = 0 and A, = 0 and also that A, = 1, A, =Ar6 = 21, 
the last saying that a word of weight 5 must be a line. It is easy to show that 
C’ has no words of weight 2 or 4 so that C, = C, = 0. Using these facts we 
iset 
210+2A8-6A,,+ 1050=0 
5985 -47/l, $9/l,, + 1365 = 0. 
These yield A 8 = 210 and A r2 = 280 completely determining the weight 
distribution. For the orthogonal dual code C’ we find the weight distribution 
co= 1, c, = c, = 0, c, = 168, c, = 210 
Cl0 = 1008, Cl2 = 280, Cl4 = 360 
Cl, = 21, Cl, = c,, = 0. 
It is curious that the words of C n Cl have weights multiples of 4 but the 
other words of C’ have weights congruent to 2 modulo 4. 
For the plane 71 of order 12 there are 13 l’s in each column of the 
incidence matrix so that the sum of all the rows is 131,,, where I,,, is the 
vector of all 1’s. Hence in the binary code for rc I,,, is in the code C. An 
easy induction shows that all words in C have weights congruent to 0 or 1 
modulo 4. As er5,EC we have A,,,P,=Ai. Hence the 40 numbers Adz, 
t = o,..., 39 determine the full weight distribution. 
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The MacWilliams identity becomes 
-Y AJ(X + Y)‘57-4’ 
,ra 
(x - y)4f + (x + J+“‘(-‘L - 1,)‘57-4f) 
where s is the dimension of C and the weight distribution of C’ is 
c, > cz,..., C,,, (with CZj+, = 0). 
Let W,, be a word of weight 2t in C’ with 2t = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12. For a 
point P in Wzt = W there will be a line L containing P but no other point of 
W and so (L, PI’) = 1 a conflict. Hence C, = C, = C, = C, = C,, = C,, = 0 
and alsoA,=A,=A,,=O. 
Let W157-c2t+ll = W be a word of weight 156 - 2t in C’ with 2t + 1 = 1, 
3, 5, 7, 9, 11. Then there will be a line L which misses all 2t + 1 points not 
in W so that all 13 points of L be in W and so (L, W) = 1 (mod 2) a 
conflict. We conclude 
Cl46 = Cl48 = Cl50 = cm = Cl54 = Cl56 = 0 
and also 
A -A -A,56=0. 148 - 152 - 
For WI,, in C- any line meets the 13 points of e,57 + W,,, = W*’ in an 
odd number of points. It may happen that all 13 points of W* are on a 
single line. Suppose that not all 13 points of W* are on a single line. Let 
P,, P, be two of the points and L, the line through P,, P,. Let Z E L,, 
Z & W*. There are 12 further lines through Z and at most 11 points of W* 
not on L,. Hence there is a line L through Z containing none of the points 
of W* and so (L, W*) = 0 a conflict. Hence the 13 points of W” are a line 
L. Then of course if W” =L, W,44 = ei5’ +L. It follows that C,,, = 157 
and A,,,= 157=A,,. 
A word W,, in C’ is necessarily an oval,. since each of the 13 lines 
through a point P of W,, must meet W,, in at least one more point and so 
necessarily exactly one more point. If there are any ovals in 71 then C,, is 
positive. 
Suppose W,,,-,, = W,5z in Cl. Then e,57 + W,,, = WT5 = W* where 
every line meets W* in an odd number of points. If a line L, has all 13 of its 
points in W*, let P, and P, be the other two points of W*. Then there will 
be a line L through P, but not P, which will contain exactly 2 points of W*, 
namely, P, and the intersection of L and L, , giving a conflict. Hence no line 
has all its points in W*. If a line L, has some of its points in W* let Z be a 
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point of L, not in W*. Each of the 12 further lines through 2 contains at 
least one point of W* and so L, can contain at most 15 - 12 = 3 points. 
Hence lines meet w” in 1 or 3 points. We then have 
c, + c,= 157 
c, + 3c, = 195 
3c, = 105. 
These equations are in conflict and we conclude that C,,, = 0. 
Let W,, be a word of weight 16 in Cl. Let P be a point of W,, . Then the 
13 lines through P each contain P and an odd number of further points of 
W,,. Hence exactly one of these contains three further points and the rest 
exactly one more point. Hence each point of W,, is on a unique line of 4 
points in W,, and so there are 4 such lines: 
L, = P, P, P, P, 
L,= P, P, P, P, 
L3 =p9 puP,,p,* 
L.3 =pl3p,,p,sp,,~ 
There will also be 96 lines with exactly 2 P’s such as P, P, ... and 57 lines 
containing no point of W,,. Unfortunately this gives no information on C,, 
or A,,. 
W,40 in Cl. Put W* = W,,, + e15,. Then W* is of weight 17 and every 
line meets W* in an odd number of points. 
Suppose that a line L, has all 13 of its points in W*. Let P, be one of the 
4 points of W* not on L I . Then there is a line L through P, missing the 
other three points not on L. But then L has exactly 2 points from W”, 
namely, P, and the intersection of L and L,. This is a conflict and no line 
has all 13 points in W*. 
Let L, be a line which has some but not all of its points in W*. Let 
Z E L r, Z @ W*. Then each of the 12 remaining lines through 2 contains at 
least one point of W* so that L, has at most 17 - 12 = 5 points of W”: 
C,+ c,+ c,=157 
c, + 3c, + 5c, = 221 
3C, + lOC, = 136. 
These yield C, = 135, C, = 12, C, = 10. For Z on a C, line Z @ W”, the 
other 12 lines through Z each have a single point of W*. Thus all C, lines 
and other C, lines intersect a C, line in a point of W”. 
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Suppose a point P, is on 4 C, lines: 
LI PIP, p, p4 p5 
L2 PIP, p, p, p9 
L3 p,p1,p,,p12p13 
L4 pIpI4pISpI6pI7~ 
Since these 4 use up all 17 points of W* there cannot be a further C, or C, 
line through P,. But a C, line cannot intersect all of L,, L,, L,, L, in points 
of W*. This is a conflict and no point can be on 4 C, lines. 
But with a C, line L , , P, P, P, P, P, the other 9 C, lines intersect L 1 in one 
of the P’s. Hence for at least one of these points, say P,, there will be two 
more C, lines through it. We have 
LI PIP, p, p4 p, 
L2 PIP, p, p, p, 
4 pIpIOpIIpI2pI3~ 
The remaining 7 C, lines do not go through P, and so each involves 3 points 
of P, ... P,, and 2 points of the remaining 4 P,4, P,,, P,6, P,,. But there are 
only 6 pairs of these 4 points and we cannot have 7 distinct lines each 
containing 2 of these. 
This final conflict shows that C,,, = 0 and also that A ,, =A 1110 = 0. 
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